OTIUM
Otium is a contemporary restaurant that draws from the rich culinary heritage
and experiences of Timothy Hollingsworth. It is designed to be a social restaurant
with an open kitchen merging indoor and outdoor spaces. The restaurant’s name, Otium,
has its roots in Latin, a word that is meant to emphasize a place where time can be
spent on leisurely social activities. Adjacent to one of Los Angeles’ most important
cultural corridors— Grand Avenue— and next to its newest, most vibrant addition, the
contemporary art museum, The Broad, Otium strips away the formalities of dining while
focusing on the quality of food, warm service and relaxed casual ambiance,
paralleling the true essence of its name.
The restaurant draws inspiration from the 100-year-old olive trees planted in The
Broad’s adjacent plaza by utilizing rustic cooking with wood fire and sustainable
ingredients grown in the garden of the restaurant’s mezzanine.
Chef Timothy Hollingsworth’s 13 year history in Napa Valley, blended with his present
roots as an Angeleno living in downtown Los Angeles, sets the stage for an
environment of highly eclectic, vibrant and seasonal flavors.
To complement the approachable elegance of Hollingsworth’s cuisine, the interior
design of Otium can be characterized as sophisticated rusticity. A strong but limited
palette of natural materials – steel, glass, wood, copper, stone and ceramics - were
chosen to create perfectly imperfect spaces that are both raw and refined. The design
is an artful mix of old and new, honest and refined, that echoes the menu’s
offerings. Like downtown Los Angeles itself, Otium has roots in the past and
aspirations for the future.

LUNCH: TUESDAY-FRIDAY | 11:30AM - 3:00PM
BRUNCH: SATURDAY-SUNDAY| 10:30AM - 2:30PM
DINNER: SUNDAY-WEDNESDAY| 5:30PM - 10:00PM
THURSDAY-SATURDAY| 5:30PM - 11PM

222 SOUTH HOPE STREET

OTIUM ON THE GO: REMODELING

*VALET IS AVAILABLE ON S. GRAND AVE
BETWEEN 2ND AND 3RD

facebook.com/OtiumLA |

LOS ANGELES, CA 90012

@otiumla

|

@otiumla

TIMOTHY HOLLINGSWORTH
Timothy Hollingsworth recently opened his first solo project, Otium. Located in the
historic Bunker Hill neighborhood of downtown Los Angeles, Otium is a restaurant that
strips away the formalities of fine dining while focusing on quality food and
service.
Shortly after leaving his post at The French Laundry in 2013, Chef Timothy
Hollingsworth moved to Los Angeles and opened Barrel & Ashes in 2014, an updated take
on traditional American BBQ that pays homage to the food that Hollingsworth grew up
on. As Chef Owner of Barrel & Ashes, Hollingsworth works alongside Chef Rory Herrmann
to bring chef-driven Southern food to Studio City.
Prior to his time in LA, Hollingsworth worked as
chef de cuisine of The French Laundry in Napa
Valley, where he led the kitchen in the continued
evolution of its world-renowned cuisine.
Hollingsworth exemplifies Chef Thomas Keller’s
commitment to mentorship and personal development,
with nearly 12 years of tenure at the restaurant.
Beginning as a commis in 2001, Hollingsworth
learned from former chefs de cuisine Eric Ziebold
and Corey Lee, internalizing the heritage of the
restaurant’s cuisine. In 2004, Keller selected
Hollingsworth as part of a core team that traveled
to New York City to train and prepare for the
opening of his fine dining establishment in
Manhattan, Per Se.
During his time off from The French Laundry,
Hollingsworth traveled around Europe and staged
under acclaimed European chefs including Alain
Ducasse and Gordon Ramsay.
In 2008, Hollingsworth competed in the Bocuse d’Or
USA, where he was awarded the opportunity to
represent the United States at the Bocuse d’Or
World Cuisine Contest— the biennial global cooking
competition first envisioned in 1987 by revered
French chef Paul Bocuse. Hollingsworth subsequently
completed a rigorous training process, during which
he worked with some of the industry’s most
influential figures. In early 2009, Hollingsworth
traveled to Lyon, France to compete in the
prestigious event, where he placed sixth out of 24
prominent chef teams from around the world.
In his current role, he looks forward to being a mentor to the next generation of
aspiring chefs. Hollingsworth has been awarded the Rising Star Chef Award from The
San Francisco Chronicle as well as the Rising Star Chef of the Year Award presented
by the James Beard Foundation.
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